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$13,000 in computers, part
stolen from two departmer
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer

I aura Lhun -- Daily staff photographer

\ nn Reynolds resigned alter a CSU meeting in Oakland

Campus senate passes
vote of ’no confidence’
By Mike de Give
Daily staff writer

The SJSU Academic Senate
unanimously passed a vote of no
confidence in California State
University leadership Monday,
bringing the number of cam-

puses that have passed similar
resolutions to 12.
Senators said the resolution
was still crucial despite the resignation Friday of CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds.
See SENATE, back ,raie

’Two departments on campus
were burglarized Thursday night
during which more than $13,(XX) in
Macintosh computers. software
and peripherals stolen.
Counseling services, on the second floor of the Administration
building. and an assistant geology
professor’s office in Duncan Hall
were both robbed.
There were no signs of forced
entry in either case, and a key may
have been used to gain access to as
many as eight different rooms, said
Richard A. Staley. public information officer for the University Police Department.
"The possibility that they had a
key is something that our officers
are investigating . . . It is the
strongest possibility," Staley said.
No suspects have been identified,
he added.

Counseling services was the
hardest hit with $13,154.12 in
computer hardware losses, according to an itemized list presented to
UPI) on Friday.
Custodians
discovered
the
break-in around 4 a.m. Thursday
when they found doors "closed but
not locked," Staley said. One door
was found to he propped open with
a coffee can, he added.
All doors on campus had been
secured earlier in a routine nightly
security sweep by UPI) cadets.
Staley said.
he access was after the building was secured for the night." he
said.
Staley said there is "relatively
loose control on the keys" issued
to campus staff and employees.
"If someone intended illegal
acts and had access to a key. it
would be very simple to have a duplicate key made," Staley said.

he general feeling with the
staff in counseling services is that
the intruders had access." said
Marge Mason, former office man
ager for counseling services.
"We don’t want to point a finger. but it’s very easy to report a
key missing and pay to replace the
key and then come back three
years later with some inside information," said Mason, who although retired is working until a
replacement for her is found.
People who have keys to campus buildings include UPI) cadets
and officers, deans, instructors.
staff members, lab technicians and
maintenence personnel. Staley
said.
Staley also said that earlier in
the week there were people on
campus. and in the counseling center in particular. claiming to be
electricians checking the lights.
Although plant facilities and op-

’The possibility
that they had a
key is something
that our officers
are investigating.’
Richard A. Staley,
public information officer for the
UPD
erations had hired an outside firm
to do some electrical work. Staley
said it isn’t known whether the
people seen were actually from
that firm or pretending to he in
order to look around the building.
They showed no credentials or
work orders, he added.
See C’OMPUTERS, Mick page

Togo’s eatery hit
by two robberies
By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer

The Togo’s sandwich shop on William Street near Eighth Street has been the
victim of two armed robberies, probably
by the same suspect, in the past two
weeks, according to Jose Montes a detective with the San Jose Police Department.
"I think he lives in the neighborhood," Monies said. "That’s why I’m let’ -1ing the studentratitv.".The suspect was described after both
robberies as a 5-foot-5-inch, I45-pound
Asian or Filipino male with short, straight
black hair. He was reportedly wearing a
navy blue, padded or quilted nylon jacket.
blue pants possibly
jeans and a
white bandana with black etching "cowboy-style" over his mouth and nose.
Monies said.
The first robbery took place on April
14 at 8:25 p.m. and the second was Friday
at 8:40 p.m., according to police records.
Both times, the robber claimed to
have a weapon inside a bag he kept over

his hand. Montes said.
Police found a steak knife with a 4inch blade inside a paper bag on the
ground in front of Togo’s after the first
robbery. Montes said, but fingerprints on
the knife do not match any in the SJPD file
and may not have belonged to the robber.
The suspect fled on foot in a different
direction after each robbery, Monies said,
which is why the police believe that .h.c.
probably lives EW,neighborhood.
Monies said that the suspect reportedly seemed calmer during the second robbery, which may mean that he is getting
bolder.
Anyone who may have more information can contact Monies at the SJPD
robbery department at 277-4166.
Stu Fretz, the owner and manager of
the Togo’s said that he will soon tighten
security in the shop. Cameras will be installed. Fretz said, and the counter will be
extended so that there will be more of a
harrier between employees arid any future
robbers.

Campus, CSU advocate
modified budget limit
By Stacy C. Olsen
Daily staff writer

In the June 5 election there are two
propositions that could change the spending limit of California and free up more
funds for schools, transportation and
health care.
Formerly known as SCA I
The
Traffic Congestion Relief and Spending
Limitation Act Propositions III and
108 are inextricably linked and are being
pushed as a package by supporters who include Gov. George Deukmejian. the California State University and Bill Honig.
state superintendent of schools.
The propositions also have strong
supporters at SJSU. including President
Gail Fullerton. Associated Students President Scott Santandrea and Steve Sloan,
president of the California State Employees Association’s SJSU chapter.
"We can’t negotiate a good contract
unless CSU is adequately funded," Sloan
said. "You can’t get blood from a turnip."
’The CSU estimates that with the the
modified state spending limit, the system

’I feel that if I pay
out-of-state
tuition, I am
entitled to use all
of the facilities on
campus.’

Heidi

will have an additional $400 million to
spend.
Sonic CSU officials claim that if the
spending limit is not amended, the universities may eventually require enrollment
limits, substantial fee increases and perhaps a reduction in programs.
Last year. Deukmejian vetoed an extension of the statewide student fee policy.
which is a cap on the amount the legislature could raise student fees in any year.
Deukmejian claims that unless Propo.
sition III passes in June. the state can nt
longer limit student fees, according to
flier distributed by the California Stab
Student Association.
One portion of Proposition I II tha
would affect the CSU system if passed
would permit state and local spending lint
its to grow with the economy. This changt
would allow the system’s budget to keel
up with inflation.
The proposition would modify. but
not remove, the state’s spending limit imposed a decade ago by the Gann initiative.
In 1979, voters passed Proposition 4,
See LIMIT, back page

Daily file photograph

Ex-Spartan

Johnny Johnson (with

the hall), was a seventh -round draft choice for the Phoenix Cardinals

Former SJSU running back drafted
By Michael Moeller
Daily staff writer

Former standout SJSU running
back Johnny Johnson was drafted Monday by the Phoenix Cardinals, almost six
months after he was let go by ex -Spartans head coach Claude Gilbert.
Johnson was chosen in the seventh
round and was the 169th player taken
overall in the NFL draft.
According to Johnson. 15 teams
from around the NFL had called him
prior to the beginning of the draft.
"From what I had heard, I could

have been picked anywhere from the sive line coach for the Washington
first round to the sixth. I thought I was Redskins for the past nine years.
"We think that Johnny is a very
going to go earlier than the seventh
round but after the first six rounds, I complete ball player. He is an excellent
thought that what happens happens. lam receiver and he has proven that he can
run with the ball.
grateful to get a chance to play."
"We were really impressed by the
According to Cardinals head coach
Joseph Hugel. the team is delighted that ability he has to do so many things.
Johnson was available when it picked Johnny is the all-around athlete, and a
basketball player and a football player
him.
Ile is an exciting guy to watch and the
Hugel succeeded Gene Stallings people here in Phoenix applauded our
and is in his first year as head coach at decision."
Phoenix after being an assistant offenSee JOHNSON. hack pati

Controversy brewing over the Pub’s out-of-state ID policy

By Tamara Thompson
Daily ate writer
Come to the Spartan Pub with a
California driver’s license. ID
card, passport or foreign visa and
you’ll get a beer faster than you
can say "Sober Spartan."
But students of drinking age
from other U.S. states must spend
an extra $6 on an identification
card to have that privilege.
Some SJSU students believe
Deeringhoff, that’s
discrimination.
SJSU student
Heidi Deeringhoff. a junior

from out of state, said her Washington state driver’s license is honored everywhere in San Jose but at
the pub.
The 21 -year-old calls one incident at the pub last month "embarrassing" and "ridiculous."
She recalls having to beg the
student manager to let her in after
he told her that her valid driver’s
license was no good.
Although he let her in after 15
minutes of pleading, he also told
her not to tell anyone because he

would get in trouble.
The next time she went to the
pub. there was no sympathetic
doorman and she was refused.
"I feel that if I pay out-of-state
tuition. I am entitled to use all of
the facilities on campus. . . . The
UPD and Spartan Shops are discriminating against me because
I’m an out-of-state student." Deeringhoff wrote in a letter published
in the Spartan Daily on April 3.
Nina Kalmoutis, manager of the
Connection food services, said the

pub’s Calitomia-ID-only policy said.
Regardless of how the policy
was developed at the direction of
the University Police Department was developed, its purpose is
clear.
last year.
"We have to he very aware of
UPD Chief Ric Abeyta made the
original recommendation. Kal- what our liabilities would be if we
accepted an ID that’s not valid."
moutis said.
Richard A. Staley. public infor- Kalmoutis said.
"Our concern is just to be remation officer for UPD said the department was not involved in the sponsible with the IDs in the same
See PUB, back page
decision.
"Whatever policy they have is
their policy. How they set the policy . . . is up to them," Staley
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Earth Day raises
many questions

FORUM

Letters to the Editor

Cat cartoon misinterpreted

was supposed to remind us of
EARTH Day
our obligation to use the planet responsibly for our needs and perhaps alter our
needs to preserve the planet beyond our short
life-span meaning we have a moral obligation
of some son to the earth.
One human value we hold dear. or speak
as if we did even if our actions are otherwise. 1.
compassion. Compassion is a virtue in the same
way that truth and honesty are considered virtues. If we lack compassion, we are not virtuous.
Earth Day reminds us to be virtuous. to he
compassionate to the earth. Once we recognize
compassion as a virtue and find that caring for
the earth requires compasssion. we introduce
morality into all our dealings with the earth and
not a moment too soon I think.
Another possible way of approaching the
rights in
Earth Day issue is in terms of rights
a moral. not legal. sense. The earth has a moral
right to self-preservation in the same way that a
human being has. When we speak of "earth" it
is meant the totality of its individual parts like
trees. animals, birds, mountains, air, water,
land, etc.
Specific concepts like clean and pure apply
to the earth, environmentally speaking. The
earth has a right to be clean (air), pure (water).
etc. "Clean" can he a difficult concept though.
We use oven and sink cleaners that clean ovens
and sinks but dirty the environment.
Some argue that human beings’ rights supercede any right that any other part of the earth
may have. Some see this view as resting on the
false premise that humans are separate from the
rest of the earth.

Editor.
After weeks of reading letters in the Spartan
Daily regarding the "Seven Second Delay" cartoon
published in January. I felt it was time for someone to
&fold the cartoon.
It seems as if no one understood the joke, so I
will explain it to you. Zero the Cat tone of the main
characters of the strip) wants to go to college and
claims he’s an underrepresented minority because
he’s a cat That’s the whole joke folks. A cat wants to
to go to college.
I thought the strip was funny and I’m amazed at
how much has been read into it. However. I feel too
man), people. such as Wiggsy Sivenscn, are making
.too much out of an issue they are interpreting
%)4 rongly.
There are other issues on campus that need more
attention and discussion than a comic strip. Why
.xloesn’t someone come up with a name for the rye center arena and quit talking about a comic strip that
didn’t slander anyone not even those paranoid few
who feel somebody’s out to get them?
Marc L. Tavasei
Senior
Political Sc icrice

More recycling bins needed
Editor,
It is very convenient that we receive the Spartan
Daily in Allen Hall. Students in this hall only need to
go to the lobby to pick up a paper. The hall receives
too many Spartan Daily newspapers though. We use
only one of the four stacks we receive. The others are
thrown wastefully in the garbage. These newspapers
can he recycled and reused.
Though they exist already, recycling bins should
be placed by every stack of Spartan Daily newspapers
for easy disposal by SAFER or other recycling purposes. There is just too much wasted.
Todd Thalinier
Freshman
; raphic design

The whole truth about ROTC
Editor.
The Roil: people just don’t get it.
To hear them describe it, you would think ROTC
was a great books seminar or some kind of international travel club.
Folks, let reality in. The goal of all your training
is to prepare people to kill people or to supervise others to kill people or to support a force that kills people. If you don’t believe that, tell your commander
that you refuse to kill anyone, tell someone else to do
it or support someone who do6 it and see what hapFor ROTC to be morally palatable to you, of
course you have to believe that you are free thinkers
or that you are doing something goody goody like
ROTC nursing. It also helps to fantasize that you are
really a deterrent so you will never really have to do
what you are being trained to do.
Don’t misunderstand. I’m not suggesting that we
don’t need a military, although I hope someday the
World won’t. I just get tired of military people running
around universities pretending they are intellectuals
lnd great humanitarians. It is just such an obscene
tierversion of the truth.
Jerry T. 1,:mIcr
Graduate student
Psychology

McDonald’s serves up more than food
As I stood at the ctiuntet ot Mc Donald’s, getting my fast food fix
for the day. I happened to notice a
pamphlet called "McDonald’s and
the Environment." on the counter.
Being the environmentally conscious person that I am, I laughed
as I grabbed the pamphlet, thinking to myself, "What could McDonald’s say to undo all the enviare
sins
they
ronmental
committing?"
A lot.
My first major "beef with Mc Donald’s was where I thought it
got theirs. It was my understanding
that it purchased its beef from
countries which are currently destroying the rain forests faster than
dirty diapers.
Wrong. According to my lunch
time literature, "Nowhere in the
world does McDonald’s purchase
beef from rain forest land. McDonald’s uses only "locally produced
and processed beef in every country where they have restaurants."
OK. But a still greater concern
of mine was the packaging McDonald’s uses for its food, namely
the polystyrene containers. Well,
they had plenty to say on this subject.
(CFCs),
Chlorofluorocarbons
which are used in the making of
polystyrene, release chlorine when

dorsed by the Environmental Protection Agency.
But what is widely unknown,
according to McDonald’s, is that
the foam packaging is 100 percent
recyclable. And in October of
1989 it launched a recycling campaign in 450 New England restaurants. Through these efforts, many
home and office items are made
from the recycled material.
Needless to say, after finishing
reading the pamphlet, my attitude
had changed a little bit. I wasn’t so
impressed with all of the things
that it bact,t.o.Aay in the pamphlet,
"fitirnirik With’ the fact that it chose
such a subdued way to dispel all of
But a still greater
the myths that are presently beconcern of mine was lieved about it.
Most people probably wouldn’t
the packaging
look twice at this insignificant little
McDonald’s uses for piece of literature sitting on the
as they order their meal.
its food, namely the counter
With all the excitement over
polystyrene
Earth Day, though. I imagine that
it won’t be long before they jump
containers.
on the "environmenml bandwagon" and let the world know how
truly wonderful McDonald’s is.
Until then, if you’re interested
broken up. It is this chlorine that is in a little lunchtime reading. pick
up a copy at your nearest McDondestroying the ozone layer.
However, McDonald’s claims ald’s pamphlet.
Denise Reynolds is a Daily staff
that it’s using hydrogen -based
foam packaging, which is en- writer.
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Advising and requirements are unclear

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may be editedfor grammar, libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
home phone number (not for publication) must accompany all letters. Letters may be delivered to the
$partan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library
North 104 or the Student Union information desk.

Spartan Daily
Published for The University and The University Community
by The Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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I have a new motto for Mil
"Welcome to San Jose State
We hope you don’t want to graduate quickly."
SJSU is a good school for education and there are good times to
be had, but whatever plans you
have for postgraduate education.
forget them.
At some schools, getting classes
is a problem. At other schools it
might be money problems or a
heavy load requirement. Not at
SJSU. Our problem is counseling.
Every school has screwy requirements that no one really understands, but they also have counselors that know what is going on
SJSU has departmental advisers
that may or may not be able to
help.
But if you’re worried about your
general education, don’t worry,
it’s not a problem. Since no one
else knows whats going on either,
you’re all in the same boat.
Actually, there are supposed to
be people who know what is going
on. They are called general education counselors. If you want to talk
to one, first make an appointment.
I made one last week for the first
available time. May II. That helps
me out a lot with my CAR form
that is due on April 27. I hope I
didn’t need any help.
To he fair, the counselors aren’t

San Francisco Chronicle

on park for dogs
Ii is ironic that while Berkeley is
mg so much trouble over what
to do about People’s Park, its park

1 EY argue that humans are part of the
TI,.:irth. our destiny is the earth’s destiny and
k.. cannot see our well-being in isolation
from the well-being of the earth. When we damage the earth we damage ourselves. Damaging
ourselves is not only stupid. hut morally untenable.
If we grant that everything (humans included) is a part of this earth and has autonomous rights that should be respected, what happens when rights conflict as inevitably they
will? The tree may have a right not to be cut.
humans a right to shelter (wood construction)
and literacy (paper and books). Which right
comes first and who decides? Can we make it a
win-win situation’?
Recycling may not he adequate as trees
still get killed. Some might think it odd that we
can even speak of animals and trees as having
rights, like a right to life, to become all that it is
that animals and trees should become.
What about the case of domesticated pets’?
Perhaps the ends of ecology (whatever that is)
may be better served by keeping horses, dogs
and cats, birds, fish, etc., in their natural habitat’? Does a pet’s right to its proper environment
or the ecology’s right to be best served precede a
human’s right to keep company with pets because it gives humans pleasure or somehow enchances human life by keeping us close to "nature’?" I do not have an answer to these
quest ions.
We know the easy answers: Do not spill
oil in the oceans, toxins kill the environment.
CFC’s are had. But a deeper philosophical look
at the earth and the environment reveals some
questions that give us pause. Those questions
might help make us more consistent in our
views and keep us from jumping on and off
bandwagons in a hurry. How about a Philosophy of the Earth/Environment course’?
George Pinto is a graduate student in
philosophy and host of KSJS’s "About This
and That."

All I received in the mail was a
form letter saying "Congratulations on your acceptance to San
Jose State University" and a sheet
saying that they (whoever they
they must be the same ones
are
who are supposed to know the
graduation requirements) had accepted 561/2 units. No indication of
Signed columns are written by members of the
which of the 104 units that were el- Spartan Daily .ktall They express the opinion of the
igible for transfer actually did writer and not the viewpoints of the newspaper staff
transfer.
or departtnent of journalism and mass communicaSo where does that leave the av- tions.
erage student? Most likely conOther Views
If you want to talk to fused, frustrated and a semester or
two behind. It’s not completely
one, first make an
hopeless for the diligent student
The Redding Record Searchlight
appointment. I made willing to wade through the quagon firefighting
mire of confusion. The key is to
Either the U.S. Forest Service has a strange
one last week for the start out from the first day at SJSU
sense of
looking for possible problems with potentiallyadventure, or it is flirting recklessly with a
first available time,
disasterous tire season.
graduation requirements.
your
.First word came that a fourth year of drought is
May 11. That helps
firefighters to tear a rerun of the hellfire summe out a lot with my selD(f.ThIn’tstetruads,t reaanre):/leyryhthuitngyoyuoru- causing
mer of 1987, when blazes ravaged California and beon and hope
hands
your
get
can
y md.
CAR form that is
that there is nothing you might
Indeed, in terms of explosive conditions, offi27.
April
on
due
ahnadvea
cials had to go all the way back to 1924 to find an
awkoerikt
amlitglthtomi
yitihni
kW,
littleisseldUc
m
equal. One California
the ones who make up the require- through without too many prof,- Fire Protection officer Department of Forestry and
said it "would take rains of
ments. But they are supposed to lems.
biblical proportions" to bring rain amounts up to norOf course if you’re a transfer mai
know what exactly the require’ . and so far there’s been no reason to expect divine
ments arc. In my case, as with student. forget it. You’re destined intervention.
many others, the problem is com- to have trouble. Plan for an extra
So, in a word, the fire
pounded. I transferred from a com- year or so and just relax. After all. what does the Forest Service situation is grave. And
go and do? It cuts back
munity college. Now not only college is supposed to be the best on firefighting equipment
and personnel.
don’t I know which classes I still time of your life,
Preliminary budget cutbacks in the Shasta-Trinhave to take. I don’t even know
ity National Forests are causing the elimination of one
transferred.
.writer.
which classes
fire engine in the Hayfork Ranger District and another
in the Mule Creek District near Weaverville. The reductions will supposedly "save" $100,(XX) in the
Other Views
Shasta-Trinity’s $3.1 million firefighting budget. but
who can really predict how much it might "cost" befor dogs is bringing it national ac- the park is invariably willing to fore summer’s end’?
claim and is being widely imitated. give up other pursuits and sit when
Even though the danger is about as great as it can
Sometimes a dog will even take asked, or bring back a ball that be, the Forest Service is reducing its level
of pretime to amuse human friends. One somebody has carelessly thrown paredness to battle wildfires. This is no
time to pull
amiable tailwagger who frequents away.
fire engines out of the forest.
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Nude Lennon photo pulled
FULLERTON 1 API - A renowned photograph of the late
singer John Lennon and his v.
.
Yoko Ono, that show s a nude
Lennon in a fetal position was
pulled town an art exhibit h) museum trustees.
The portrait, taken in 19110 by
photographer Annie Leibovitz.
shov.s I Amnon next to his wife.
who is fully clothed. Trustees at
the city -owned Muckenthaler
Cultural Center’ decided to remove it from an exhibit that
opened Saturday.
Beverly Gunter, chairwoman
of the center’s hoard of trustees.
said Monday the trustees decided
the work was not appropriate to

the exhibit-. Meow. - Heroes.
Heroines. Idols and Icons .
It doesn’t express ’hero.’ it
e %presses ’anti-hen i. ’ ’ Gunter
said. "To me. to fit the hero
show, something about the work
should he somehow a character
strength. ’
The exhibit denial follows recent controversy in Cincinnati
over a touring show of photographs by the late photographer
Robert Mapplethorpe that includes homo-erotic images and
photographs of naked children.
The Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati and its director,
Dennis Barrie, have been indicted on misdemeanor obscenity

SpartaGuide
SparlaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 am No
Phone-in items will be accepted

OHANA OF HAWAII: International food be
9 a m to 2 p m 7th Street Call 9247942
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Last meeting
of the semester, all members are urged to
attend to vote for next semester officers, 7
pm., S.U. Council Chambers Call 2576050
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker. F Herman
of IBM Almaden on ’Magnetism in Transition Metals, 1 30 p.m , Sa Bldg 251. Call
924-5267
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study fellowship noon S U Council
Chambers Call 268-1411
CYCLING CLUB: Weekly meeting 7 pm
S U Montalyo Room call 292-2511

charges for showing the exhibit.
Ms Gunter insisted the trustees’ action solely was based on
thematic concerns
"I realize it might raise some
questions. but it has nothing to
do with the Mapplethorpe issues,- she said. "I was just trying to think of the appropriateness of th%. show. It only had to
do with a question on content of
the show and my criterion was
the theme. A trustees’ planning committee was scheduled to meet on
Thursday night to consider restoring the photograph of Lennon
to the exhibit. said Judith Peterson, the director of the center.

YesterDaily
Bev(4ltSe iiiii ny
um campus every
provides readers
the preeteu% day’

students are not
day, YrstrrDady
with a recap of
top stories,

The Spartan Bookstore ma) he
:xpanding during the summer.
Spartan Shops officials are pushing
for construction of the
145,(XX) to
$190,(XX) remodeling project this
summer - phase one of a threepart expansion project for the
hook store
The additional 250 square feet
will create a larger lobby and book
drop area, The remainder of the
area, which includes the candy
store, will be converted to a comc
nience store.

TODAY
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY:
Seminar - Stratus Surge Prediction. 4 p m
to 5 pro . Duncan Hall 615 Call 924-5200
CHICANO LIBRARY BROWN BAG SEMINAR: Dr Carlos Munoz, UC Berkeley
speaks on -Youth. Identity Power: The Chicano Student Movement," 12:30 p.m., Chicano Library - Wahlquist North (third floor),
FRIDAY
Room 307 Call 924-2707 or 924-2815.
MECHA: General Body Meeting. 6 p.m to 8 HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film fesOTHER
p m . WIN 307 (Chicano Library Resource tival. film #5, "Women on the Verge of a BLACK MASQUE: Pot luck dinner scrapNervous Breakdown. (English subtitles),
Center) Call 275-8033
book. 6 p m April 29, Helen’s House:
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: EID- 6 30 p m., IRC 306. Call 924-5528.
Change of application deadline by 3 p.m .
trip,
UCSF
Remember:
PRE-MED
CLUB:
UL-FITR (Festival of Fasting) Prayers InforBox 125, April 23. Call 554-9332
mation, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds 9:30 a.m., we’ll meet behind DH, 7th and BEETHOVEN CENTER: Lecture on Beethopool
car
Salvador.
San
and Granada School Call 947-9389 or 246ven s Sixth and Seventh Symphonies by Dr
9822
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCERS: Alfred Kanwischer, 7:30 p m . Concert Hall
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Support Group. Calss and requests, beg. int. kolo (drop-ins Call 924-4590.
3.30 pm to 5 p m Admin 201 brown bag welcome). 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.) Women’s A.S.P.B.: Wendy Wall and the Natural Wonlunches, noon to 1.30 p m S.0 Pacheco Gym. SPX 89. Call 293-1302 or 287-6369.
ders Ian ensemble, May 16. noon, S.U.
Room. Call 924-5930.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMIT- Ampitheatre: Fountain Blues Festival, May
MU ALPHA GAMMMA: Ticket selling for TEE: Dance, 9 p.m 10 1245 a.m.. S.U. Ball- 6. noon Tower Lawn Call 924-6261.
room. Call 280-6103
magazine day all day WIN. Call 253-0589.
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: "CharHISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film fes- BUL-LYT: Literary reading, faculty pre- itable Inventions,- April 24-May 10, Mon.2:30
own
poetry
and
prose,
tival. film #3. Galdos Fortunata y Jacinta," senting their
Thur., 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tues. evenings 6
(English subtitles) 6 30 pm IRC 306. Call p m Spartan Memorail Chapel. Call 559- p.m. to 8 p.m., Art Building, Gallery 1. Call
0645.
924-5528
924-4328 or 924-4327
ADV IZZAPPLE COMPUTER INC. AND
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIASATURDAY
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE: Madest. 10 a m
TION: FMA awards banquet. May 4. 6 pm
EID
ASSOCIATION:
STUDENTS
MUSLIM
to 4 p rn Art Quad by SU Call 14151 791Pedro ’s in Santa Clara, BC 208 for more
Prayer and Party 11 a m to 4 p m
7193
info
(ISA):
STUDENT AFFUATION FOR ENVIRON- INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIAMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting 5 p m., Envi- Picnic (w BBO. sports, etc ), 11 a.m. to 5 TION: Election for fall 90 officers. May 2
248Call
p.m..
Alum
Rock
Park.
San
Jose.
ronmental Resource Center. DMH 235A.
4:15, BC 214, for applications BC 208
7838.
Call 924-5467.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study, noon,
S U. Montalvo. call 298-0204.
GHANA OF HAWAII: International food bazaar. 9 a.m to 2 p.m., 7th Street Call 924-942
EARN $6-8000 THIS SUMMER!
CLUB LUSITANIA: International food bazaar. 1030 a m. to 2:30 p.m., 7th Street.
Earn big money this summer as a sales
Call 997-1286: 2nd Portugese-American
representative working in the home
College Encounter. 9:30 a.m to noon.
improvement industry.
Umunhum Room Call 259-0414.
needed. We will provide
experience
No
1230
p.m
.
BUL-LYT: Weekly meeting.
a full training seminar.
FO 104. Call 559-0645
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Come Join the Movies
Positions Available

Summer Openings:

Maintenance
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

Days and Evenings
Free Movies
Flexible Shifts
Frequent Wage Reviews
WIN Train

CALL TODAY!

CENTURY 22
984-7539

" inlet 80386sx - 16 CPU
1MB Memory on Board
Landmark 20.6
0 Wait State
w RAM on Board
1 Year Full Warranty
HD/FD 11 MFM Controller
1.2 or 1 44 MB FDD
101 Keyboard
Multi I/O (2S / 1P / 1G)
230W Power Supply
Desk Top Case
" Built-in Set up & Diagnostics

It’s
the
Time
to
own
a
Computer
for
Less
Money

8028,,-12$111,,ern

only $595
Intel

80286-12 CPU

1 MB Memory on Board
(expandable 4MB)
0 Wait State
8/12MHz Selectable
2 8- bit & 6 16 -bit Slots
HD/FD 1:1 MFM Controller
1.2 or 1.44 MB FDD
101 Keyboard
Multi I/O (2S/ 1P / 1G)
230W Power Supply
Desk Top Case
AM) BIOS

14’ Mono Monitor

$100

Jemlnl Electronics

VGA Mono Monitor

$159

3400 De La Cruz Blvd U T

WI System purchase

VGA Color Monitor

$349

Santa Clara, Ca 95054

VGA Mono System $225

HOD BOMB

$569

Tel(408)72 7

HOD 118MB(ESD()

$749

Fax(408)727 7687

HDD 40MB $275

9986

(monitor 8 card)
W/ System purchase

Secrecy, the Public
and the
State University

Hours are flexible and commissions
are high, allowing you to work this
summer so you can play during school.
For more information, call Allyson at

248-3233
sc
(MIT

Five Star Ltd.,
3221 Stevens Creek Bvld
San Jose
95117

"Doesn’t
every
Pre-med
deserve
a choice?"
Toni Garela, M.D. ( UAG ’75)
Cardiologist
Houston, Texas

"The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now I’m a
physician. My alma mater may be just right
for you. It’s your choice."
if

Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara
School of Medicine
Guadalajara, Mexico

The International Choice
For your free video preview call: 1-800-531-5494

Edward P. Davis Jr., attorney for the
San Jose Mercury News, will be speaking
on the secret meetings and decisions
made by the CSU Chancellor and Board of
Trustees, and other related issues.
This, the second of a three part series
of lectures on the First Amendment,
begins Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. in the Engineering
Building, room 287.
For more information contact Dr. Dave Grey
at: 924-3266.

Sponsored by
the Departments of Journalism and Mass Communications,
Political Science, and the SJSU Library.

Paid

for by California

State

3

C...... ..a. Acc.11911 by in.
a,
.
soc9999, 80 Scheele snd Coaq19,09C1
...WARP III W. Is.’s., 9, 9.8,,a, and
SOC’SI Ed’s[10.0....c...0...1I5 sold Re.,

In a photo caption of an !OS( ’
golfer than ran in 1 ucsd,i s Issue.
the person should ha% e been identified as Mike Foster and the caption
should ha% e also slated that he was
participating in the Stanford Inter
collegiate Golf Tournament

only $795

WORK HARD, PLAY HARD

THURSDAY
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Dr. Joan and Dr. Hal Todd will pre.
sent a historical drama and Irish poetry by
Frank O’Connor. 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., A.S
Council Chambers (Room 359 in Student
Union) Call 295-0415.
GAY LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: 4-30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call 236-2002.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Juma
(Friday) Prayers. 1250 pm.. Islamic Center
(325 N. 3rd St (.Call 947-9389.
SCTA: Speaker: Doris Jackson on classroom management and discipline, 3 p.m. to
4 p.m., Sweeney Hall (Room 331). Call 298
9603.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon to 130 p.m . Admin 223
Call 924-5930
BIO STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Recruiting Drive. 130 p.m.. OH 249.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Magazine day, 8:30
am to 215 pm. S U Call 253-0589 or
395-9052.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: "Careers in Corporate Finance. 5
pm . S U. Costanoan Room BC 208 for
more info.
HISTORY DEPARTMENT: Spanish film festival film #4. Valentina. (English subtitles) 6 30 p m IRC 306 Call 924.5528.
RECREATION STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: RAD DAY. Recreation Avareness
Day. 9 a m to 2 p m . SPX 211 Call 4475278
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Matthew’s Gospel. A
dramatic reading from memory by actor Michael Reardon. 7 p m Campus Ministry
Chapel 10th and San Carlos Call 2980204
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Career exploration by computer.
11 a m BC 13 Call 924-6030
CLUB LUSITANIA: International food bazaar. 10 30 a m to 230 pm . 7th Street
Call 997.1286
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While the rest of the campus
was celebrating Earth Week last
week, the group called Executive
Intelligence Review was charging
that the nationwide obsers anon
was a %chicle for a hidden political
agenda.

A new home for the Washington
Square Federal Credit Union has
been found in the Collins House on
Seventh Street north of campus.
The student -run credit union
moved its entire operations from
its old site at the University Club to
SUNDAY
its new location at 48 S. Seventh
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Meetingl% St. between San Fernando and
Shirt Making. 7 30prn Randy s Apartment. Santa Clara streets during spring
break.
Call 292-7599
MONDAY
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Fundraising Bakesale. 8 a.m to
noon, in front of SJSU Call 779-9262; Executive Board Meeting, 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m
S U Montalvo Room Call 295-0415.
DEPT OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS AND RELIGIOUS
STUDIES PROGRAM: Slides and lecture
From Babylon to Baghdad. by Dr Mira
Zussman, 3 p.m to 5 p m . BC312 Call 9245712

i .

Lottery

Funds.

4
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First baseman leaves mark as hairstylist
By Stacy C. Ohm
Da,tv star. writer
Spartan first baseman Ozzie Fernandez has taken up a new hairraising hobby
It’s not hang gliding or cliff diving It’s hairstyling.
Fernandez, who cuts his own
hair with clippers trout one of
those beauty supply places." set
up shop in his kitchen and began
:titling his teammates’ hair last semester
Ills first guinea pig was his
roommate and fellow teammate,
reserve infielder Jason Hanf.
With a glint of mischief in his
c)c and a devil-may-care attitude.
Fernandez, who has no formal
training. explained his technique
on Ilani
"I tried it this way and it didn’t
v,ork , so I tried it that way." He
claims he’s never messed up too
badly "because I wouldn’t take a
whole lot off. I’d go link by
When other players saw Fernandez’s handiwork on Ilanf’s head.
new customers began to trickle in.
Pitcher Mark Ringkamp got a
flattop. Reserve infielder Kenny
Davis got what Fernandez calls
’’the grindstone cut because I just
shaved his head all the way
around. ’
His hest customer is relief
pitcher Bill Bentley.
"lie likes getting haircuts,"
Fernandez said. "He’s always
bugging me for haircuts."
Bentley is also the most daring.
lie has Fernandez shave designs on
the hack of his head. "I just invent

However, l’iraro won’t let Fernandei take complete artistic license
’I’d have to sit down with
Oiiie first and see what he was
going to do to me,’’ Piraro said. "I
still have a few things on Ozzic so
he’s not going to he able to butcher
me up and get away with it."
Piraro doesn’t mind the "creative cuts" he has seen on some of
the players just as long as they
don’t get out of hand.
"I don’t want the guys looking
like a bunch of freaks out there.
That just gives an opponent one
more thing to rib you about.’’
Me Fernandei %liaised a
Fernandez believes other memOn the hack of relief pitcher Bill
bers of the team could benefit from
fientle,’s head. hich Bentley says
his services. Reserve infielder
is the initial of a girl he had re"Jason Drotar needs a little style
cent!) dated. Fernandet uses ’Z.’
and I’d take a little bit off the top
as a signature on his haircuts.
of (relief pitcher) Paul Anderson".
hair."
The player Fernandez would
most like to get on his barber’s
stool is relief pitcher Wade
Hut:Fisch. "I could help him out a
bit." he said.
When asked what he would do
75 PEOPLE
to improve Huebsch’s hair. Fernandez responded, "Anything
LOSE UP TO 29 LB.
would help Wade."
IN 1.FIE NEXT 30 DAYS
Fernandez, who is not modest
about his haircutting skill, hasn’t
DOCTOR RECOMMENDED’
expanded into coloring or perms
100 % NATURAL/NO DRUGS
hut said that he would be willing to
try if he could get a volunteer.
100 % GUARANTEED
After completing Bentley’s haircut recently, Fernandez stood
EARN $$$ ’s
back. took a long look at Bentley’s
head and said, "Vat), that looks
WHILE LOSING
pretty good if I do say so myself."
CALL NOW
Move over Vidal Sassoon and
Samanda Dorger Daily staff photographer
make way for "7"idal Sassoon.
Fernandez practices his "self-taught" techniques on Bentley
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It’s not hang gliding
or cliff diving. It’s
hairstyling.
things on Billy’s hair." Fernandez
said.
Bentley recently had Fernandez
shave a large "W" on the back of
his head in honor of a girl named
Wendy who he met recently.
"This is better than flowers."
Bentley said. "Flowers die in a
week This will last for three
weeks."
Bentley prefers the "down
home atmosphere’ of Fernandez’s
kitchen to a barber shop. lie also
figures that he can’t heat the
free.
price
"He’s saving me about S125 a
year," Bentley said.
"We have a good time, we
laugh like crazy," Fernandez said.
"I always scare these guys. I’ll say
’Oh, we’re Ong to have to work
around that bald spot.’ "
Another of his prospective clients is SJSU baseball coach Sam
Piraro. Earlier in the season, Piraro
told Fernandez. "If we win league
Ozzie. I’ll let you go to work on
me a little bit."

WANTED

(408) 993-2842

49ers open Davis’ spot with trade
SANTA CLARA (AP) Eric
Davis has been welcomed by the
San Francisco 49ers with an opening at his position.
The 5 -foot-I I 17K -pound cornerback from Jacksonville State,
the 49ers’ second second-round
draft choice, benefits immediately
from the the 49ers’ trade that sent
disgruntled cornerback Tim McKyer to the Miami Dolphns.
"I just heard about (the trade).
and it helps my situation," Davis
said Monday at the 49ers office.
"That opens a spot for me, and I
lust plan to come in and work loud
and hopefully I will get that position."
In the midst of drafting five
more players to go with the five
they selected Sunday. the 49ers
traded McKycr to the Dolphins for
Miami’s IRh-round pick in this
year’s draft and a second-round
pick in the 1991 draft.
The five players the 49ers
drafted (round and overall position
in parentheses) Monday were:
Tackle Frank Pollack, Northern
Arizona (6, 165): wide receiver
Dwight Pickens, wr, Fresno State
(8. 220): defensive tackle Odell
Ilaggins. Florida State (9, 248):
defensive end Martin Harrison.
Washington (10. 276): and cornerback Anthony. Tennessee State
(11, 289).
Shelton was taken with the Dolphins’ pick acquired in the McKyer trade, which completed the
49ers housecleaning of unhappy
players. Last Thursday they sent
running back Terrence Flagler to
Dallas. along with defensive end

Danny Stubbs, for a second-round
pick and a swap of third-round
picks.
McKycr drew the ire of 49er
coach George Seifert last season
when he told Seifert his injured
groin would not allow to him play
the day before the New Orleans
game on Oct. 8.
Seifert said that Pollard would
he the starting left cornerback
when training camp opened, but
that Davis could into the 49ers’
plans down the road.

-We think he will help us."
Seifert said. "Eric is not all of a
sudden going to become a starting
player, it’s going to take a while.
But we feel he has the talent to
play, and eventually play a great
deal."
"Going against guys like (Jerry)
Rice and (John) Taylor in camp
can only make me a better defensive back," Davis said. "If
you’re covering Rice and Taylor
all week long, then you can cover
pretty much anybody."

’90 GRAD SPECIAL
includes photo session and
1 - 8 x 10
NOW $92.95
2-5x7
regularly $155.95
8- wallet size
Jim nelson photography

264 - 7811

32 Almaden Plaza, San Jose

Communicate In Color
Now At IGnko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Transparencies
Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Open Early, Late, &

ekends

kinkois

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

the copy center

*?iat7
BAR & GRILL
A Comedy & Dance
Club
MONDAYS
Open Mike Comedy
& T alent night
TUESDAYS
2 FOR 1 Well Drinks
WEDNESDAYS
Chasm’ The Train
THURSDAYS
Big Men
on Carnpus
FRIDAYS
Nick! Love

Student Assistant
$9.19 per hour
The Judicial Council, Administrative Office of the Courts, in San Francisco, has
summer openings for student assistants in the following units,
ACCOUNTING: One opening to usist in fiscal year-end closing and opening
processes. Duties include, Preparing files for storage; setting up new files; research
projects; documentation preparation for AR accruals: preparation of financial
statements for year-end closing; and other miscellaneous accounting functions.
Accounting experience, typing and clencal skills desirable Accounting or bait.
’is administration majors preferred.
LEGAL: One position fora second or third year law student with supcnor writing
and analytical skills to organize and summanze public hearing testimony, and
perform other work as needed.
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS: Three positions to collect data and compile
statistics from the four courts participating in the delay reduction program
(STATSCAN). The positions will he based in San Francisco, but will requite travel
and stays in 1.011 Angeles, Orange, Sacramento and San Diego counties. Additional
travel to other courts may he required.

SATURDAYS
Redline

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Upper division or grathate school status
Expenence or knowledge in the area of interest ir desirable

Happy Hour prices
6-8pm
World Famous Burgers
5155B Stevens Crk. at

Request application from and send with rrsurne to A dmInktrative ()Rice of the
Coorta/GSA, 595 Market Street, Lawn K50, San Francico, CA 94105. Telephone: (415) 395-9242.

Lawrence
itlehind the Shane Co I

408 296-9219

FILING DEADLINE: May 10, 1990
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I

’

I

bt.

or!
DATE

Sun.

VALID

I BUCK PER DRINK
NO CASH VALUE

Wed.

1 91
1962.1

( red. IlIrd

( utu IIiurr(4flXOS-II5lS

ONE’

THE
QUILT
IS
COMING
April 27, 28, 29
Friday: Noon -10 pm
Saturday: 10 am - 10 pm
Sunday: 10 am - 7 pm

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK
Santa Clara Convention Center

Other Activities:
AIDS Information Fair
Community Lecture Series
School Education Program
Benefit Concert
Interfaith Service
Faces of AIDS
Film Festival
The Quilt Speaks
Santa Clara Convention Center
5001 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA
(Located behind the Doubletree Hotel
and across from Great America)

Aris Project
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Montgomery takes year off as coach Johnson: Running back selected

f Mawr
slat) vegan
Dick Montgomery. the Spartans’ most successful women’s
%olleyball coach ever, told his
slayers before spring break that he
will be yelling from the stands
ather than from the bench" next
xason.
Montgomery, who compiled a
191-98 record in his nine years at
SJSU, will be taking
a one year leave of
absence to help develop the master’s
degree program in
human performance
and sports management at SJSU.
Montgomery
brought eight consecutive
Spartan
teams to the NCAA
Coach
tournament.
His
1984 team finished fourth, the
highest national finish ever for an
SJSU volleyball team.
Montgomery said that assistant
coach John Corbelli will be replacmg him as head coach next season.
But Corbelli said that he has not
been informed officially by Athletic Director Randy Hoffman that
he will take over as head coach.
"Everything is just word of
mouth or rumor right now, CorIts

Sa ILK

SPARTAN

But Wagner said the team will
able to adjust and will have a
good season next year if coached
by Corbelli.
"We’ve worked with both of
them for the last three years so
there won’t be much of a difference." she said. "John (Cothelli)
belli said. "I prefer not to make a runs a lot of practice now anyway.
statement until Randy Hoffman Dick (Montgomery) is not coming
makes a statement."
to practice as much now so we
Hoffman was not available for look to John."
comment at press time.
Corbelli joined the volleyball
But Corbelli said he is fairly cer- staff in 1985 after serving two
tain that he will take over as head years as an assistant coach for the
coach.
United States National Women’s
Montgomery thinks that the Volleyball team.
transition to Coach Corbelli will be
After the 1984 Olympics, Coreasy for the team to adjust to.
belli served as head coach for the
"If leaving would have had a United States Women’s National
strong impact on the program, I Team that toured the Far East.
wouldn’t have left," he said.
A 1979 graduate of UC-Santa
Montgomery said that the team Barbara, he has had prior women’s
-eacted "OK" to the news.
coaching experience at UC-Santa
"Any time you leave there’s Barbara and the University of Nehound to be some concern," he braska.
said.
Montgomery said he is not sure
Mary Ann Wagner. who will be whether he will return as the Sparone of the team’s four returning se- tans head coach after his leave of
niors, said she was "kind of absence.
bummed" that Montgomery was
He said the reason he is taking
leaving.
his leave of absence is "to take a
"We were kind of shocked be- look" and explore other interests,
cause none of (the players) had and to apply some of the skills he
heard anything about it before." acquired in obtaining his Ph.D. in
Wagner said.
physical education.
he
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Funhouse

Aaron Malchow
NEW, YOU

le1AX, DO MU FEEL
HAPPY wrn-i

LIFE -NOW- AS

MAKE IT SouNO
SIMPLE. rat NOT .50 SURE,
ANYMORE, AFTER SEEING

IT

OH, THEN WHY WERE WE
ABOUT

TALIVNG
AND

GIN?)?

?

HOW SuccEsSRA. GINNY
FITZHUGH’S BECOME SINCE
WE WENT TO HIGH SCHOOL.

IS,

F win pax( /
During his junior year in 19NR,
Johnson was second in the nation
in all-purpose yardage behind
Heisnian Trophy winner Barry
Sanders.
Johnson was the first collegiate
player to run for at least I .2(X)
yards and catch at least 60 passes
in a season. He amassed 1,219
yards on the ground and caught 61
passes out of the backfield.
During the same season. Johnson was an Associated Press and
United Press International honorable mention All-American.
Johnson only played in five
games during the 1989 season before his dismissal from the football
team.
Controversy occured at the beginning of the season when Johnson missed the spring football
practices and his starting tailback
job was given to Sheldon Canley.
After missing practices beginning the day of the Oct. 17 earthquake. Gilbert let Johnson go.
Johnson showed his athletic versatility earlier in the year by joining SJSU’s replacement basketball
team. He averaged 11 points and
was the team’s leading rebounder
with 11 boards a contest during his
season with the team.
Hugel said that he didn’t think
that the year lay-off was going to
hurt Johnson. Bugel said that he
talked with several of the coaches
at SJSU and was told there was
nothing wrong with Johnson’s attitude.
"From what I heard, the problems he had were minor league,"
Bugel said. "If they had been
(major) we would not have drafted
him. We are going to give him
every chance to succed in our program.
"I think that Johnny is motivated by the competition. Anthony
Thompson (a second round se-

lcct ton and Heisman Trophy candidate from the University of Indiana) will give Johnny that
competition that he needs.
"I think that the pressure of
playing for the NFL and seeing the
competition that we have will
bring him to the top. I am looking
forward to when the whistle goes
off and I can see what he can do,
that is why we drafted him."
Johnson is positive about playing with the Cardinals "Before
the draft. I thought about where I
would like to play. I had decided
that I wanted to play on natural turf
and I wanted to go somewhere
warm. I will certainly get a lot of
that in Phoenix.
"Last season they came on in
the second half of the season but
they fizzled out towards the end. I
like the fact that it is a young team
and that they took four hacks during the draft."
According to Johnson, what he
needs now is to be pushed as much
as possible. Johnson said that in
the past his athletic abiltiy and his
size have helped him compete at
the high schtxil and collegiate levels.
Johnson admitted he would have
"to work my butt off" at the first
mini-camp.
"At this level," Johnson said,
"the players are all good and it is
the one who comes out every game
mentally prepared that are the ones
who succeed."
Johnson leaves for Phoenix on
Sunday and will receive his physical on Monday. The mini -camp
will start on Tuesday.
Johnson said that he will have to
finish his degree during the offseason and that after this semester
he will still have a semester to go
betbre he graduates. Johnson said
that he is excited about going to
Phoenix because the whole coaching staff at Phoenix is new.

Bugel said that the Cardinals
will be running an offense that is
similar to SJSUs. He said that the
Cardinals will be using a multiple
back system and use a lot of "motion out of the back field. ’
"We have a lot of versatile people and I think that Johnny is MX
of them." Hugel said. "He car
run, receive and block, he is an allaround athlete."
"I am anxious to sec what it is
like to play at the level that everyone dreams of." Johnson said.
"The program is new to everyone
so there will probably he some veterans there at mini -camp trying to
get a jump on things. as well as
those who are workaholics and are
just trying to get ready for the season.’’
Johnson feels that the incident
last season hurt his chances of getting drafted earlier in the rounds.
"What was weird was that there
were a lot of teams that were interested in me but as the draft started
to happen. there were rumors that
Johnny Johnson didn’t want to
play anymore. Of all the things
that I want to do when I get it)
Phoenix is to kill those rumors that
I don’t want it anymore." he said.
"Everything has just snowballed from last season, lots of
things. Let me give you an example. On Sunday after the first three
rounds went off the air (ESPN). I
thought the draft was over for the
day. So me and my mom went to a
movie. When we were there, a
couple teams called and my
brother had to tell them that 1 went
to the movies. I had no idea that
there was still a draft going on. But
because of the Gilbert thing. anything that happens means that I am
trouble or that I just don’t care. I
just want to put this all behind me
and start from a new beginning."

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVOW.’ Buy or sell Call me today
(local Avon Rep) 8 I will send
book to your horn* or business’
Super specials for everyone

6602
CHILD DEVELOP MAJOR to work in
infant toddler center Must be no.
luring

person

Friendly

staff

AM PM shift Campbell.559-8161

Share the book with family. coworkers & friends 8 receive up to
50% off on your own order’ Think

CHILD DEVELOP major to teach in
preschool center Based tunic.

you Also good parttime income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942

shift, ECE units regd 5594161
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential !Belit-

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay tor
your expertise, knowledge in your
study, field of interest or hobby

tles tor young adults 8 *doles.
related Owcents with aullarn
biliffes FT S PT positions wall

57 95 tells you where to go & what
to e54 for at !owl agencies who
will assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART. B.
110266, Campbell. Ca. 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500".
(Sub)ect to credit approval) Cali
WASHINGTON

SQUARE

FED.

ERAL Credit Union at (409) 947.
7273
STUDENT

Starting

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment in
the Fall 1990 semester II you
would like to work with hand-

for

portunity Pick up an application
form In Sweeney Mall 204 or the

HIRING

CUSTOMER SERVICE at small mat.
tress shop Part time, full lime flex
lime Jeans oh Close to campus
Ask for Mark al 197-0868

Cooperative

Education

Office,

Building O. You must be able to
work during school hours mornings end early afternoons
RESTAURANT.ROOKs CAFE SALSA
OF SAN JOSE.
winning learn
Become part of

71h. pkg. cable. 268-0439
FOR RENT line 2 bdrrn 2 bath remodeled. clean and quiet Secu
rity building, on street parking.
laundry facilities, security en.
trance caw., cable hook-up,
780 5 11th Sr (or 2801 1725.25 mo Call 288-9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete
message
WALK TO SJSU Remod 2 in I ba
sharp. Dining rm., dish washer,
Jenn-Aire, fenced yd. 322 E

SI

James. $095 rno. Call 354-5405
19204 DECORATOR APARTMENT
Unique I bdrm
office Long
term financially secure, clean,

Call 9666560,

wood floors, located at 551-553 S.
6th St Call MIKE at 293-0989.

EARN 51000’s weekly!, Make 5500 for

SELLING ASSISTANTS MODELS
for RALPH LAURENe
new fragrance

PERSONALS

SAFARI,

A MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH

office

(Student

every

100 envelopes stuffed
Send .11 -addressed. stamped
envelope to Est,. Income Unlint
nod PG Box 64899. Chicago, ill
60664-0899

AUTOMOTIVE

EASY MONEY.’
Up to 07 0010 Mart
WEEKLY PAY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2263 9-4 PM for Info

Monday flirts Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd
Sante Clara

54,000 obo
Cali TONY A .1 297.5009

COMPUTERS
INFERNO FIBS
8N1, 300 1200 2400 baud. Macintosh & IBM libraries, 25 phone
lines, multi -win chat (408) 3953721

(408) 395-5378, (408) 9299035. (415) 964-6083 1419i 0588746

FOR SALE
BILLY JOEL CONCERT ON VIDEO.
From the Storm Front Tour It
rare Call Craig at 239-3499
SETS. BEDS,. NEW.
Twin set $79, full sat 589, queen
eel 6139, king set $179 For both
pieces. Bunkbeds 599. Day beds
$99 $ pc bedroom tel $199

Desks $74, dressers 579. chaste
$46, bedfremas. delivery’. (415)
7490900

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sales reps IMMEDIATELY
Flex hrs Cell 7204185

260-6161
INTRAMURAL SPORTS DIRECTOR
wanted to supervise on-campue
sports prograrns. including pay-

839-8985, eel R4250
AVAIL.

ABLE. Full & part time perm*
nen’ I summer positions Ref.
Once. required Northern Calif
Nannies, 4546 El Camino Real,
.1. V, Los Altos, (415)949-2933
CHILD CARE PROVIDER for sewn yr
old boy Non-smoker in my home
English speeking, references re
call 879.

SECURITY OFFICE RS
Security officers and messen
gore All shifts. FT PT. we will
train Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
Inc.
days
week ACUFACTS.
280 Meridian Ave . San Jose
STUDENTS US
MAKE S1.000-13.000 per month
part-time Perfect summer opportunity Be your own boss Make
SSS Call CHARLES al 244-2703.
WES 51 996-3062

roll. budgets protests, etc for As.
soclated Students Leisure Servsupervision,
Exp
In
ices

STUDENTS!!
WE WANT YOU for the job,
BEST PERSONNEL

desired.
20-25
intramural,
eves.
afternoons,
hours weak
wk... $6 40-56 75 to start Job
stalls approx. 5790 Apply by

recruits for clerical end technical
positions for your summer and futura C611984-1340

4 30 90 924-5950 for Info
LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE? Counselors needed tor abused *doles.
cent girls home Contact 559-

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the lob’
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for

I 503
NEEDED. TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic. great sense of humor.
team planer child loving persons
to work in our child care centers
Flexible hours evailable. 6 comp
E C E units required Call today -

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs enibi
nous students Gain great business experience earn up lo
000 end powerhouse your resume
selling ad space tor your tchool
You’ll twelve extensive
training. materials. & support
working for the nation lop col.
loge magazine Sales positions
and one editorial position mail
edition

Call ROBIN or JAY at

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs ambitious students Gem n great busi,
nose experience esrn up to $4.
000 and pornorhou.a your resume
lolling ad sew@ for your echool
edition You II receive extensive
training, meter-181a. a support
working for the nation top col
lege magazine Sales positions
one editorial position snail
Call ROBIN or JAY at
(ROO) 342.5118

CUSTOM

after 5PM

ter to win $250004 trips to PARIS
8 MAUI Call 984-4020

move your unwanted hair (chin.

my care ’ GWEN CHELGREN,
R E . 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Campbell
’HAIR
Ave,
4C.
TODAY GONE TOMORROW’’
CATHOLIC

EDITORIAL,

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consultation, billogra-

voice mail service, you don’t have
to leave your phone number on an

phic materials. and editing serv
ices Final draught preparation

open line Call ie.) 988-2523 for
fr. details. Call today) Someone
is waiting to meet pool 1409) (415)

1415)841-5036

18’ only 62

976-2002
any

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed lo rrrrr by specie!.
11 Confidential Your very own

toll. If

probe 247.7486, 335 5 Beywood
Ave , San Jose

LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE?? Counselors needed for abused ad01

TRAVEL

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning el 10 45 AM at

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS’

student discount card now. Also
ask about the T WA Getaway

Firnhaber al 296-0204

credit card for you end your par.
ants Call ANDY at 243-2830
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?? Jet there anytime from
SFO or LAX for no more than
$269, or from the East Coast for
no more than 5160 with AIRHITCH
ft), (as reported in Consumer Reports, NY Times, & Let’s Go!) For

RAYBANS RAYBANS RAYBANS
For excellent prices 8 large
selection of

more info about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryon 01 299.0204
EXAM

FILES

from

Professors

throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed soAvailable tor 8 engilutions
neering courses. EIT, Calculus
DE. LA. Gen & 0 -Chem. Physics
Mc 24 different books available el
Sparlan Bookstore (downstairs) 8
Roberts Bookstore
EXCHANGE WORK FOR unborn

100. New York, NY 10025
ONEWAY-San

your call.

..T.SHIRTS

Stmt.? Call lob low Mr lens Per
sowlized
3647

Arlene

997.

satisfaction’ Are you perfection.
1st when it cornea In your reports.
resumes,

one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U.S S Boner CV21? if so,
we are haying e reunion In Pen.-

overheads.
filers?

thesis.

STUDENTS 8 PROFESSORS
cell Picture Perfect Daselop Pubbelling and Design now for all

cols. Florid* in Oct The dales are
10th 11th 12th & 13th For more
info call John Pigman at (415)

your word processing weds, We
have experience in Wordperfect
’Ventura DTP WORDSTAR Pm
Graphic
.Scanning
gemaker

656-1497
WANT FREE RESOURCE materials for
your term paper or class project?

We proof all our work and
laser print it’ Call 923-3956

Arts

AA 8H’ Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME

IMM Ma MEM NM

bons

Ad Rates

I

1340. never fee

looking for marketing reps

Call

(408)946-1995. Mr Heggern
THE STUDENT UNION Is now hiring
for custodial position. Please
contwt the Student Union Diret-

and family off that toxic soup
called water II that brown stuff
called air, Environment products
registered with the E PA

305.

commission

249.

to start

Call

3149

HOUSING

4271 evenings
FEM. E ROOMMATE WNTD to share
1 2 block inn
2 WI. 1 bth apt
SJSU Pool prkng, $325 nu/

for charts, graphs, slides, over.
heeds, end color too, Plus fast
turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA el 946.3862
ACADEMIC

TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Need our help?
Quality and accuracy guarenteed
Were fast, depandeble, grammar
aware, both college weds Specialty in Science end all English
subletts for theses, papers, re-

ports. resumes. Mc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Cluallty guaranteed Cow.
petitiv rate. Term papers, tape
transcription, resumes. theses,
legal papers, mailing lists. graph.
Ice Mc C4111406)984-5203 tOday’
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS. thesis
Mc are easy on professors lame
grade conscious gradual*
reasonable rides
(406) 236-8759

Very
Coll RAJU et

LISA’S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
14051964-5837
Term Papers
Resumes
Theses
Personal Bus
Reports
Proposals
Fast- E xpertDependable
Night Saturdays Rush

AFFORDABLE

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers reports. group papers. resumes, letters. thews, etc Letter quality, All

Located In the
Sante Clore San Jose Area

formats plus APA SPELCHEK,
punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed. Call PAM

SERVICING

247-2681. 8 arn-8prn for worryfres

(408)

professional dependable service

Theses. etc Laser printer
grammar spell pun< check

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
Thews. term papers. group pro.
jwts. etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quick return
Transcription service. available
Almaden Branahm are.
Phone

Will

gladly

assist

punctuation,

and
sentence structure (knowledgable on Ito..., APA & Cernpliell
formats) Equipment used Word
Perfect A HPLaser
Conalder
obie business experience end for.
men

English

281-0750

Tenn

papers
Free

Rom
eon..ie rates, quick turnaround

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS- REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(406)972.1563
TYPING WORD

CALL MRS MORTON at 2664448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers, rrrrrr ch projects
8 resumes
iv grammar,

YOUR
WORD PROCESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kite al Technically Typing

rnatOr

WILLOW

PROCESSING, last.
accurate...sonar. All types of
papers Spell checking and proof

reeding Same day service Betty
247.9068, Santa Clare
WORD

PROCESSING letter

WORD PROCESSING TYPING

GLEN area
COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY .1 379.3519 52 per page
minimum 5 pages

quality

printing, copies, Mc
CECILIA -(403) 2234102
Word
$14 hr $2 50
processing
pege whichever la less’

Free

Journalism graduate
On campus every dot
spelling
punctuation

granwnar

check Laser printer
Also Desktop Publishing
(408)2974978

=IIMMININI =I MN =I MIIIMMIIIIIMIIIIIII MIN MI alb,

lk
I
I

One
Day

Two
Days

I

IEach Additional Line Add $1 00

Semester Rates (All Issues)
$77 00

10-14 Lines
5-9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus Lines $99 00

Print

I

Name

I
Phone

Address

I

Phone 924-3277

I

I
City 8 State.
II

I
I

DOWNTOWN STUDIO, Son Jo., 19 N
Third St with kitchen 9375 me.
without kitchen $260 ma Parking
on the street Call 23943424 295-

Wordprocessing to its fullest ca.
printing,
pacify
Laser
spell
checking. grammar check, edit.
Mg, powerful graphka program

LOW GLEN 14081 288-5666 (leave
message)

ExtraEa ch
Five
Four
Three
11111111.1_1_11111111111_11:11
i
I
Day
Days
Days
Days
I
$580
$6 35 g I 10
$430
$530
$6 05
3 Lines
I
I
1111111111111111111111111111._
$130
$705
$730
4 Lines $530
$630
$680
I
$7 70 $8 05 $8.25 s$11 6045
$7 30
I
5 Lines
$6 30
$895 $9.25
$870
$825
6 Lines
$720
11111111111.1111111111111,11cl,

i

THE 005 DECADE of the environment! Earn money getting friend.

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’

Professional Tech Editor with
English Degree Word Processing
(all formats) and Desktop Publishing (resumes,
newsletters,
fliers. etc I Call PATRICIA in WIL-

1111111111(11111111111111_11

I

tor’ Office

del
avail
Studen,
Eon- Services 270

9014 EVELYN.

SERVICES WPPges
need polishing? Get help from a

Minimum three lines on one day

Pay rate, vary depending

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM -- 520-S60
per hour, part time A drawl coma
true
Clearbrook of Coln ornia

cessingWordPerhict 5 1 posts.
tripr laser printer Close to cam-

EDITORIAL

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces (Preach We)

on job skills and work experience
Call u TODAY for your summer
Call 984-

grades? Of course you me A
neatly typed paper gets a higher
grade Erromfree papers impress

Print Your Ad Here

typists. word pro.
receptionists
general

or future employment

sumes, letters, mailings, etc
Spell grammar check Wordpro-

pus
P U.
disown.

ARE YOU CONCERNED about

profs For this quality call WRITE TYPE -(408)972-0430

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust pro
Row., theses. re-

264-4504

AAAAHA.’ LOWER RATES 8 HIGHER

U S S BOXER REUNION
Wes your Father.
Granddad.
Uncle. Cowin, Brother or Friend

40111111MIMMOMIIIIM MORMON IIMIIMM

service

TYPING

Call BRAINSTORM

Check out the Christian Sciente
Monitor resource flies on April 24

or

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Mexico,
Hawaii,
Europe,
United

sorority, club or business by selling silk-screened T-Shirls with
your design or logo
(415/ 9624801

Jose-Denver

May 30 on UNITED Most
sell cheap’ 578-1813I0 nissge

Earn money for your freternity,

8 25 at the Student Union

apt

details call (212)864-2000 or write
AIRHITCH, 2790 Broadway, Ste

pies. call
CHRIS at 997-6044
Leave rneelisge 14 I will return

SUZANNE (OT MAJOR).! Pl.. call I
lost your number GINA (ex OT
major)

TWA of-

fers SJSU students 10% off any
published fare. Purchase your

Campus Christi. Center, 10th 8
Son Carlos For more Information
about activities. call Rev Roth

do the TYPING. Resumes, term
papers. theses letters. etc Grad
under-gred
Avalleble days.
ay. weekends by appt Laser
print*. Call ANNA ’-972.4902

Call (C)( 238-2329

hear six exciting messages from
quality people or you can record
your own message And with our

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
on Sunday evenings at

MASS
8 30 8 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. ICIth & San Carlos For

MADE

Many typestyles and dealt/ nit to
Choose From

RA YBAN sunglasses

biklrft-turnmy.moustechambacketc I 15% discount to students
faculty. Call before May 31.1990. 8
the 1st oppointment is I 2 price
’Unwanted hair diesappear with

&

’Creative Products 8 Services

Bart any time .1 299.1371

Need 25 overweight people to
lose 10-25 lbs in 30 days 8 regis-

DESIGNED
FOR YOU

secretories,
cessors,

office end date entry clerks We
also recruit for technical post

(800)342-5119

ATTENTION-HIRING, Clovt lobs your
area S17640489.485 Call 1.902

San Jose

EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring now.
Walters. bartenders. hussars, &
student
job
Great
hostess’
San Jose,
Apply 374 S ist St

945-0919

MATTRESS

POSITIONS

(408)727-9793

BUTTONS’’

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life?
Now you wri find love, romance.
or Wventure as aeally as picking
up your phone DWI 976-2002 to

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt. Financially secure
lot’ of love to give Call Pattl or

tweezing or using chemical deplii.
lodes Let me perm...nay re

Medical Dental
Vacation Plan

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS, 4 -wheelers.
TV’s, stereos, furniture, comput-

66 FORD MUSTANG
Rebuilt triinsmiselon. carburetor
Runs
good dependable,

at (916)-481-4093
SECURITY OFFIC ERS

interviews 8 arn to 4 pm

Surplus Buyers
1-602-838-13985. est

All herd.

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shvIng, waxing,

NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY Is hiring for full
and part time positions
All shifts available

vettes, Chevya

’88 SUZUKI SAMURAI. 4 WD. all white
convertible, 66K miles, very good
seat
condition
back
$3100 obo Call (415) 3234960

Call SUSAN

Positions In Santa Clara, Milpitas
N San Jose

Full time end Pan time

SERVICES

S550 month single occupancy

al NORDSTROM
All locations. Outgoing personal.
lty, able to wear size 6-8
Part lime

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

ATTENTION-GOVT seized vehicles
from 5100 Fords, Mercedes, Cor-

ers by DEA, FBI, IRS end U S customs Available your area now
Call 1-805-682-7555, est C-1255

SAFARI

in pvt home Quiet 55 yr old. F
w academic Wks* wants mitre
tarlal niss work, h. yerd work for
part rent Nonsm call 26199748

girls home Contact 5591503

charge For bro-

656.1497

So

English Japanese positions No
Fee, PERSONA, (4013)453-0505

S1.000 me
depoet East Santa
Clara St 8 3rd St, Call 238-6424
FOR LEASE!. 2 Winn. 1 bth apartment.
1630 rno Close to SJSU. 571 5

your teeth, eyes
Cleanings and

we ere having a reunion In Pensacola, Florida In Oct The dates are
10th. 111h, 12th & 13th For more
into call John Pigrmin et (415)

CHILDCARE

Engr . Admin Support 8 Bilingual

(408)

spring. Christmas and next summer breaks, Many positions. Call
1-805-682-7555. ext. 5-1062.

Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S.S Boxer CV21? if so.

quired

NOW

people Inter.ted in Soles. Acct

icapped children In a school setting for up to 20 hours per week
next school year, tills is your op-

448-3953
CRU1SESHIPS

NET-

WORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area, we’re looking for

quiet, sober required

U S S BOXER REUNION
Was
your
Father. Granddad.

Call

Call

PERSONA is part of an INT L

1 20111 Ave* 6-1-90 call 290.7826
FOR LEASE Downtown San Josa office or retail Mom 1100 sq ft..

We are now hiring food servers

PLAN

Health Center) or call (408)371.11 In San Jose

Guide
44250

55.56.25 hr

Am OM

978-3391 before 2prn

CLUB
ATHLETIC
DOWNTOWN
looking for doormen. Mon-Frt call
Valeri .1 792.1141

DENTAL OPTICAL

Enroll now. Save
and money. too
office visite int no
chute so. A.S

uium. Pipet philosphy

PART TIME HELP WANTED ’Days.
Futures.. Toning Salon Call

I
I

Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers
For Sale

Housing

Travel

Lost 8 Found

Typing

Personal

%%me mesommommommim=hmom

SEND

CHECK MONEY

Days

Z9Linr-t-s

Enclosed is $

Circle s Ciassitication.

ORDER

Classified

Desk Located inside WLN

102

I
.
II
I

OR CASH TO

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192
San

Deadline Two days prior

I
to publication

Consecutive publication dates only

No refunds on cancelled ads

smineminsmeameommilenemesminuen

I

.
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Computers: Plundered
s.n. ow I
Pos011) t here s a comet hon." but in no v. .is is the company or its employees.mdicated in
the investigation. Staley said.
According to Mason, one thing
about the intruders is clear: They
had a discerning eye when it came
to computers
I he computer thieve were very
%devils c 55 hen It came to the computer equipment and seemed to
know where to lind what they
anted. said Mason
"I would say they knew exactly
what the% were looking for," said
Mason
they took only Macintosh computers and were fussy about the
printers they chose. said Mason.
The equipment was taken from
seven different rooms. which were
all individuall% locked, she added.
Included in the missing list from
counseling so% ices are: two Hewlett-Paekard Laser Printers, two
Macintosh ...omputers with hard
drives loaded with programs, two
Apple Image Writer printery and a
VCR
Also taken was a Nock -type
counting key, made by Savin
(’orp.. for the department’s photocopy machine.
The perpetrators apparently
were able to spend quite sonic time
inside to dismantle some computers with tools.
"They weren’t in here for five
minutes. They were in here for a
good long time." Mason said.
The intruders used screwdrivers
and wire cutters to disassemble
two AT&T computers and remove
internal parts. hut the computers
themselves were not taken.
A one megabyte RAM chip set,
valued at $1.82X was removed
from one computer. and memory
boards and microprocessor chips
were removed from others.
The perpetrators "looked over
some of the equipment and didn’t
touch it. They left sonic untouched
because they didn’t want their innards," Mason said.
She speculated that the parts
were taken to be sold illegally.
Assistant geology professor Edward Geary said Monday that his
personal Macintosh computer was
taken along with dozens of
software applications and data
disks.
Ile said he thought it was taken

ti pci sonal use h) the thief
It looks like it was with a key
and that is even more disturbing."
Geary said
Research data from the department was among the software stolen. Geary said.
You can eventually replace the
computer hut you can’t replace the
Wes," he said
Geary said he has printed copies
of sonic of his files, hut didn’t
have hack -ups for most of them
lie has posted notices asking km
the return of the data disks, if nothing else. "I don’t imagine I’ll ever
see it, he said.
The computer. a Macintosh 512
with upgrades, was worth about
$1.300 and was owned by Geary.
Geary said he left his Duncan
Hall office at 5:45 p.m. Thursday
and the theft was discovered at
about 7:15 a.m. Friday by a technician who opened the building.
Geary said the burglars left his
Apple Image Writer printer behind
and two IBM computers in the adjoining room were not disturbed,
he said.
Geary said his equipment was
not insured.
The university’s equipment is
not insured either in the regular
sense of the word, Staley said.
The CSU system is "self -insured." a method by which "if
you lose something you replace it
out of whatever funding you have
out of your budget," Staley said.
The computer theft "is a very
serious blow," he added.
"We don’t have the money to be
replacing $10,000 or S13.(X00 in
computer bills every year. There is
very little equipment replacement
money available on campus ever.’
he said.
Staley added that earlier this
year SJSU faculty attending a comwere
seminar
puter-oriented
warned that an organized group of
computer thieves was targeting
Apple products.
"Whether the M.O. is just the
same or whether it’s an organized
effort, we don’t know. That’s always a possibility though," he
said.

Senate: Chides CSU

Pub: Policy criticized
I lion mixt I
way We expect the people who
drink here to be responsible."’ Kalmouti said.
Kalmoutis added that More the
ilicy was enfOrced, she contacted
the California Department of
Motor Vehicles to make sure there
would be no problem in getting
(’alitorma 11)s for residents of
other states
A spokesman for the DMV said
it is illegal to hold a driver’s license in more than one state but
that there is no problem with identification cards
The 11)s cost S6 and a non -expired, out-of-state driver’s license
is the only identification required.
The pub may he going overboard to prove its point. Deeringhoff said. The Spartan Pub is apparently the only campus watering
hole around with such a policy.
*1 don’t see the reasoning behind it. It doesn’t seem right to
me." Deeringhoff said.
Other universities take other,
less severe preventive measures
and have had few problems.
The Anthill Club and Grill at the
University of California at Irvine
honors all out-of-state identification. manager Curtis Kinun said.
His doormen use a hook called
the Driver’s License Guide which
has photographs of licenses and
identification cards from all 50
states and many foreign countries.
The book contains information
about each card and tells where to
look for the watermarks or stamps
that appear on legitimate documents.
Kimm said that up to 15 percent
of his customers have out-of-state
identification and that there have
been no problems with forgeries.
The Spartan Pub also has a copy

ot the book but this not used. Kdimoutis said.
"I know we have one but I’ve
never seen it, she said.
At the Underground. a pub on
the San Francisco State University
campus, out-of-state ID is accepted if it’s not expired and if the
bearer also has a student ID, said
manager Lori Provencher.
Doormen at the Bucket at California State University. Fresno
check each and every II) with a
"micro-light." a device that illuminates the state seal that is in the
paper of every state’s licenses and
ID cards.
If the card passes the red light
test. "as king as their ID is valid,
not expired. we take it." said manager Jim Prince
"We check all IDs. period. If
any phonies come through we confiscate them." said Prince.
"Two or three" forged licenses
or IDs arc intercepted each week
and are "mostly California imes"
he added.
That’s a different perspective
from the one offered by Kalmoutis.
"With a California ID we can be
absolutely sure." that it’s real, she
maintained.
"If it’s a bar they should run it
like any other bar even if it’s on a
state campus. They should follow
the same guidelines as everyone
else. Deeringhoff added.
For now, other bars are exactly
where Deeringhoff will head when
she wants a cold beer.
She said she probably won’t get
a California ID card.
"I just won’t go to the pub.
Why have it if this is the only place
I’ll ever need it.? Even when I
write checks at the grocery store
it’s OK." she said.
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The chancellor’s not the only
problem. ’ said Phyllis Connolly.
SJS1’ ’s statewide academic senahlr
The timing of large raises
granted by the hoard of trustees to
top executives at a time when the
rest of the s) stem was being told to
cut back on expenses indicts the
whole CM! leadership, she said
The resolution requests that the
hoard of trustees ie-examine the
primosed budget allocations v. ithin
to
the California
1
insure that campus programs are
not adv:rsely affected."
It ako calls for a task force to he
vicated to examine the effectiveness of the current CSU administration and its relationship to the 20
campuses.
The perks of CSU executives,
includings new cars for the vice
chancellors and $2400)0 in upkeep for the chancellor’s Bel -Air
home, are out of place when compared to the unfulfilled needs of
the campuses, such as S.70 million
in deferred maintenance at SJSU.
said Ruth Yaffe, chair of the academic senate.
Yaffe understands that the vice
chancellors may need cars to get
around. "hut we have need for
van to take handicapped students
on field trips." she said.
She also compared maintenance
done on the chancellor’s swimming pool and driveway to a leaking roof in Dudley Moorhead Hall.
"What’s more desperate? That’s
the concern," Yaffe said.
While a majority of the no-confidence resolutions passed by academic senates are non-specific.
most call for a task force consisting
of faculty, staff, students, campus
administrations and the board of
Stale

a

aluate the Ctil leadttustees
ership structure
One resolution calling for specific actions was adopted by the
California Slate University Hayward senate on April 17.
The resolution asked for the
board ol trustee., to determine **appropriate levels ot compensation"
for administrators, and to investigate the possibility of returning
money to the benefits fund used for
purchasing cars for the vice chancellors.
There are many hardworking
people in the CSU administration.
said Yaffe, and that is one reason
Ihat the resolution was non-specific.
"We did not want to point fingers at any individual." she said.
Most resolutions also ask that
the CSU adopt a consultative management style and he held accountable (or its decisions.
The senate resolution was similar to demands being made by a
student group since March. said
Brian Augusta. a member of the
group that called tot’ SJSU President Gail Fullerton to give up her
SI 7.(10) raise.
"We felt that money should be
put into faculty and mcreas iuig t he
quality of education in the sy stem
rather than boosting salaries to attract administrators.*’ said Augusta. "Are we a corporation or
are we here to educate our students?"
The students collected 1.1RXI
signatures on a petition urging
SJSU President Gail Fullerton to
give up her 15 percent pay raise.
"I’m sure the new chancellor
will be concerned about these issues since the previous chancellor
was ousted because of them." Augusta said.

Environmental concern does not end with Earth Day
NEW YORK (AP; Police
:losed part of Wall Street to traffic
mid most pedestrians and arrested
155 demonstrators who staged a
post-Earth Day protest Tuesday
aimed at disrupting business in the
financial center.
At the Pacific Stock Exchange
in San Francisco, 49 people were
arrested during a simultaneous
demonstration of 300 to 500 pro-

testers that turned violent when
some broke windows at Bank of
America, threw golf balls, rocks
and eggs at police and overturned
newstands.
Both stock exchanges opened on
schedule and there was no disruption inside. Employees at some of
the large corporations around the
Pacific Stock Exchange were delayed getting to work as the dem-

he an increase in environmental
demonstrations and more violence
in coming months and years.
"1 liken this movement to the
Free Speech Movement and the
anti -war movement," said Finkenthal. 23. "At first people just
wrote them off as just radicals trying to have their say. But we look
back now and we sec how important those movements were .

onstrators moved from one company headquarters to another.
A spokesman for the San Francisco demonstrators, Daniel Finkenthal of the Earth Day Action
Coalition, said the purpose of the
protest was to give the public an alternative to the corporate-sponsored views of environmental action that preceded Earth Day.
Finkenthal predicted there would
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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "THE EXORCIST"
Tonight,
while the world is asleep...
an ancient evil
is about to awaken.
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Objective: To obtain a position in the marketing
capacity with an emphasis on promotion.
Education: SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
B.S. Degree Marketing, May 1990
Overall G.P.A. 3.3 Major 3.5
Work Experience:
May -August 1989, Computo Tech Inc.
Market Development Assistant
-- Conceptualized promotional plan
-- Wrote product brochures
-- Generated new client contacts
May-August 1988, Vic’s Cafe
Assistant Manager
-- Managed a full-time staff
-- Managed bookeeping
References available upon request
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If a Macintosh Can Make Your Past Look This Good,
Think What It Could Do For Your Future.
Chances are, you’ve used a Macintosh to put together
your resume. But Macintosh is much more than just a
great word processor. Macintosh also has the power
and flexibility to produce detailed CAD graphics and
graphic design, as well as business spreadsheets and

statistical analyses. So, no matter where you go in
your career, Macintosh has you covered. And now
thanks to the Spartan Bookstore’s lower than ever
prices, there’s never been a better time to get a Sweet
Deal on a Mac.

Come to Macfest ’90
April 24 & 25 in the Art Quad

FREE

FREE

Apple Sweet Deal Coupon
Redeem this coupon at Macfest ’90
for a FREE bag of goodies.
FREE

